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Reconstruction Challenge in CBM
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The full event reconstruction will be done  
on-line at the First-Level Event Selection (FLES) and  
off-line using the same FLES reconstruction package. 

• Cellular Automaton (CA) Track Finder 
• Kalman Filter (KF) Track Fitter 
• KF short-lived Particle Finder 

All reconstruction algorithms are vectorized and parallelized.

(1) Collision (2) Detection (3) Reconstruction
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First Level Event Selection (FLES) Package
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CBM STS Cellular Automaton Track Finder
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100 mbias events, <Nreco> = 103405 mbias events, <Nreco> = 572

Reliable reconstruction efficiency, time as a second order polynomial w.r.t. to the track multiplicity, 3D time is recovered in 4D

1 mbias event, <Nreco> = 109

A number of minimum bias events is gathered into a group (super-event), which is then treated by the CA track finder as a single event.
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100 mbias events, <Nreco> = 103405 mbias events, <Nreco> = 572

Reliable reconstruction efficiency and time as a second order polynomial w.r.t. to the track multiplicity
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100 mbias events, <Nreco> = 103405 mbias events, <Nreco> = 572

Reliable reconstruction efficiency and time as a second order polynomial w.r.t. to the track multiplicity
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CBMCBM
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Time-based (4D) Track Reconstruction

11

The reconstruction time 8.2 ms/event in 3D is recovered in 4D case as well
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Speed-up factor due to parallelization within the time-slice

100 mbias events in a time-slice

• The beam in the CBM will have no bunch structure, but continuous. 
• Measurements in this case will be 4D (x, y, z, t).  
• Significant overlapping of events in the detector system.  
• Reconstruction of time slices rather than events is needed.
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Time-based (4D) Track Reconstruction with CA Track Finder
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4D track reconstruction is scalable with the speed-up factor of 10.1; 3D reconstruction time 8.2 ms/event is recovered in 4D case
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Speed-up factor due to parallelization within the time-slice

Total CA time = 84 ms

Total CA time = 849 ms 100 mbias events in a time-slice

• The beam in the CBM will have no bunch structure, but continuous. 
• Measurements in this case will be 4D (x, y, z, t).  
• Significant overlapping of events in the detector system.  
• Reconstruction of time slices rather than events is needed.

The Cellular Automaton (CA) track finder [3] is used to reconstruct tracks of charged particles
inside a time-slice. The reconstruction of each time-slice is performed in parallel between cores
within a CPU, thus minimizing communication between CPUs. After all tracks of the whole
time-slice are found and fitted in 4D, they are collected into clusters of tracks originated from
common primary vertices, which then are fitted, thus identifying 4D interaction points registered
within the time-slice. Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to their
estimated production time. After that short-lived particles are found and the full event building
process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a selection of events according to the
requested trigger signatures.

2. Cellular Automaton Track Finder Algorithm at High Track Multiplicities

The CA method, being a local one, suppresses combinatorial enumeration by building short track
segments at the first stage before starting main combinatorial search (1). These track segments,
so-called cells, have a higher dimensionality, than measurements have. After this stage is finished
the CA track finder never goes back to processing hits information again, working only with
created track segments instead. Taking into account the track model, the method searches for
neighboring cells, which share a hit in common and have the same direction within some error,
and, thus, potentially belong to one track. During this neighbors search the track finder also
estimates a possible position of the segment in the track (2). Beginning with the first station
the track finder goes to the last station moving from one neighbor to the next one assigning to
each segment a counter, which stores number of neighbors to the left. Starting with a segment
of a largest position counter the track finder follows a chains of neighbors collecting segments
into a track candidate (3). As a result one gets a tree structure of track candidates. In the last
stage (4) the competition between the track candidates takes place: only the longest tracks with
the best �2-value sharing no hits in common with better candidates are to survive.

Since the CBM experiment will operate at extremely high interaction rates, di↵erent collisions
may overlap in time with no possibility to separate them in a trivial way. Thus, the need to
analyze so-called time-slices, which contain information from a number of collisions, rather than
isolated events arises.

The reasons, mentioned above, bring us to introducing the concept of time-slice to the
reconstruction procedure. As a first step on a way towards the time-slice reconstruction we
introduce a super-event consisting of packed minimum bias events with no time information
taken into account. To create such a group we combine space coordinates of STS hits from a
number (from 1 up to 100) AuAu minimum bias events at 25 AGeV ignoring such information
as event number or time measurements.

E�ciency, % 3D 3+1 D 4D

All tracks 83.8 80.4 83.0

Primary high-p 96.1 94.3 92.8

Primary low-p 79.8 76.2 83.1

Secondary high-p 76.6 65.1 73.2

Secondary low-p 40.9 34.9 36.8

Clone level 0.4 2.5 1.7

Ghost level 0.1 8.2 0.3

Time/event/core, ms 8.2 31.5 8.5

Table 1. Track reconstruction performance
for 100 minimum bias AuAu collisions at
25 AGeV in case of event-by-event analysis
(3D), grouped on a hit level with no
time information (3+1 D) and time-based
reconstruction (4D).

The super-event was treated by the CA track finder as a regular event and the reconstruction
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4D track reconstruction is scalable with the speed-up factor of 10.1; 3D reconstruction time 8.2 ms/event is recovered in 4D case
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within the time-slice. Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to their
estimated production time. After that short-lived particles are found and the full event building
process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a selection of events according to the
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neighboring cells, which share a hit in common and have the same direction within some error,
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estimates a possible position of the segment in the track (2). Beginning with the first station
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each segment a counter, which stores number of neighbors to the left. Starting with a segment
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into a track candidate (3). As a result one gets a tree structure of track candidates. In the last
stage (4) the competition between the track candidates takes place: only the longest tracks with
the best �2-value sharing no hits in common with better candidates are to survive.

Since the CBM experiment will operate at extremely high interaction rates, di↵erent collisions
may overlap in time with no possibility to separate them in a trivial way. Thus, the need to
analyze so-called time-slices, which contain information from a number of collisions, rather than
isolated events arises.

The reasons, mentioned above, bring us to introducing the concept of time-slice to the
reconstruction procedure. As a first step on a way towards the time-slice reconstruction we
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STAR TPC Cellular Automaton Track Finder
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• The CA track finder has been extended to find loopers of low-momentum particles (+ GenFit). 
• Solution of the loper problem allows us to increase the pseudo rapidity acceptance for tracks with pT < 0.4 GeV/c.
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Strange resonances

Neutral particles: νµ, ν̅µ, π0, n, n̅, Λ, Λ̅, Ξ0, Ξ̅0

Dileptons

Charmonium 
J/ψ → e+ e- 

J/ψ  → µ+ µ- 
Low mass 

vector mesons 
ρ  → e+ e- 

ρ  → µ+ µ- 

ω  → e+ e- 
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ϕ → e+ e- 

ϕ → µ+ µ-

Gamma 
γ  → e+ e- 

Gamma-decays 
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Δ̅0  → p̅ π+ 
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Light mesons 
and baryons

Hypermatter

Heavy multi-
strange objects 

{ΛΛ} → Λ p π- 

{Ξ0Λ} → Λ Λ

Hypernuclei 
{Λn} → d+ π- 

{Λ̅n̅} → d- π+ 

{Λnn} → t+ π- 

{Λ̅n̅n̅} → t- π+ 

3ΛH → 3He π- 

3ΛH̅ → 3He π+ 
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Double-Λ 
hypernuclei 

4ΛΛH → 4ΛHe π- 

4ΛΛH → 3ΛH p π- 

5ΛΛH → 5ΛHe π- 

6ΛΛHe → 5ΛHe p π+
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Kalman Filter Particle Finder
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CBM -> STAR: Reconstruction and Analysis Software
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Within the FAIR Phase-0 program the CBM KF Particle Finder has been adapted to STAR and applied to real data of 2014, 2016 and BES-I.
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KFParticle: Reconstruction of Vertices and Decayed Particles

Concept: 
• Mother and daughter particles have the same state 

vector and are treated in the same way 
• Reconstruction of decay chains 
• Kalman filter based 
• Geometry independent 
• Vectorized 
• Uncomplicated usage

11

3

KFParticle Lambda(P, Pi);                               // construct anti Lambda 
Lambda.SetMassConstraint(1.1157);              // improve momentum and mass 
KFParticle Omega(K, Lambda);                      // construct anti Omega 
PV -= (P; Pi; K);                                               // clean the primary vertex 
PV += Omega;                                                // add Omega to the primary vertex 
Omega.SetProductionVertex(PV);                  // Omega is fully fitted 
(K; Lambda).SetProductionVertex(Omega);   // K, Lambda are fully fitted 
(P; Pi).SetProductionVertex(Lambda);            // p, pi are fully fitted

KFParticle provides uncomplicated approach to physics analysis (used in CBM, ALICE and STAR)

r = { x, y, z, px, py, pz, E } 

Position, direction, momentum 
and energyState vector

Functionality: 
• Construction of short-lived particles 
• Addition and subtraction of particles 
• Transport 
• Calculation of an angle between particles 
• Calculation of distances and deviations 
• Constraints on mass, production point and decay length 
• KF Particle Finder

Ω̅+        Λ̅ K+

p̅ π+

Simulated AuAu collision at 25 AGeV
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CBM, 5M central Au+Au, 10 AGeV, PHSD STAR, 1.3M mbias Au+Au, 200 AGeV, Run 2016

Preparing for the real-time express physics analysis during the BES-II runs (2019-2020)

✓ Since 2013 (online) and 2016 (offline) the CA track finder is the standard STAR track finder for data production. Use of CA provides 25% more D0 and 
20% more W. 

✓ The KF particle finder provides a factor 2 more signal particles than the standard approach in STAR. The integration of the KF particle finder into the 
official STAR repository for use in physics analysis is currently in progress.
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BES-II: xProduction (2019)

7

• Express production provides high quality of the dE/dx measurement. 
• The cumulative spectra for fixed target mode (3, 3.2, 3.9 GeV) are shown. 
• We clearly see particles up to 7Li.
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BES-II: xHyperons (2019)

8

200M AuAu events at 14.5 GeV, 2019 BES-II express production

• With the express calibration and alignment we reconstruct hyperons with high significance and low level of background. 
• Hyperons are clearly seen at all BES-II energies: 3, 3.2, 3.9, 7.7, 9.1, 14.5, 19.6, 27 GeV. 
• High significance allows extraction of spectra.
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BES-II: eXpress+Standard Data Production and Analysis (2019)

9

Disk Tape
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xPhysicstxPhys = txProd xStorage

Disk

Physics

Disk

Tape

xPhysics

 tBES-II = 2020 + 6 m + 1 h  + 1 d  + 3 m = 6÷9 m = 2020 
 tBES-II = 2020 + 6 m + 1 m + 6 m + 6 m = 1÷2 y  = 2020÷2021 
 tBES-II = 2020 + 6 m + 2 m + 1 y  + 1 y  = 2÷3 y  = 2022÷2023

DAQ

KF Particle Finder

PWG Standard,  
KF Particle, KF Particle Finder

CA Track Finder

KF Particle Finder

CA Track Finder

DB

Disk

Calibration
Disk

Production Tape

StiCA Track Finder

xHLT oRCF

xProduction

30%
DB

xProduction
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The standard calibration, production and analysis remain 
unchanged. 
Start the calibration procedure as soon as data become 
available. 
Make possible physics analysis of the data as soon as the 
calibration is reasonable. 
Unify approaches in extended (x)HLT and online (o)RCF to 
speed up the express workflow. 
Combine high competence of xHLT and oRCF experts involved 
in online operation. 
Provide PWGs with instant and uncomplicated access to the 
data, like picoDST etc.

tCal = tRun + 1m

tProd = tCal + 6m

tPhys = tProd + 6m

tRun tCal tProd tPhys

txCal = tDAQ + 1h

txProd = txCal + 1d

tHLT = tDAQ + 1s

txPhys = txProd

txPhys = txProd + 3m

2019, 2020
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• Within the FAIR Phase-0 program the fast algorithms of the FLES (First-Level Event Selection) package developed for 
the CBM experiment (FAIR/GSI, Germany) are adapted for online and offline processing in the STAR experiment (BNL, 
USA).  

• Using the same algorithms creates a bridge between online and offline, which makes it possible to combine online and 
offline resources for data processing.  

• On the basis of the STAR HLT farm an express data production chain was created, which extends the functionality of 
HLT in real time up to the analysis of physics. 

• The same express data production chain can be used on the RCF farm, which is used for fast offline production with the 
similar tasks as in the extended HLT. 

• The chain of express analysis does not interfere with the chain of standard analysis. 
• An important advantage of express analysis is that it allows to start calibration, production and analysis of the data as 

soon as they are received.  
• Use of the express analysis can be beneficial for BES-II data production and help accelerate science discovery by 

helping to obtain results within a year after the end of data acquisition.

We will soon make our algorithms available under GPL license:  
• the Kalman Filter to estimate trajectory parameters (0.5 µs/core/track); 
• the Cellular Automaton for searching for particle trajectories in STS (100 µs/core/track); 
• the Cellular Automaton for searching for particle trajectories in TPC (70 µs/core/track); 
• the KF Particle Finder package with more than 150 decay channels implemented (100 µs/core/decay). 

If you have an interest in these algorithms, please contact me.


